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A complete range of engineering raw materials and services

Smiths Metal Centres is a stockholder and supplier of all forms of engineering raw materials including commercial, aerospace and high tech specifications. A comprehensive stock range of metals and plastics in all forms and sizes has been developed with thousands of tonnes of materials available for immediate dispatch. To complement this stock range, a full selection of processing services is also available from any of our service centres in the UK along with bespoke supply packages and logistics management.

• Service centres across the UK all holding stock
• Partnerships with the world’s major metal producers
• A comprehensive range of bespoke supply solutions available
• Delivery times measured in hours not days
• A full selection of first stage engineering services
• 4G customer aerospace approvals
• ISO 9001:2008 & AS 9120 at all our service centres
• URA approved in house materials testing laboratory

For an up-to-date list of alloys plus a selection of over 200 downloadable material data sheets visit:

www.smithmetal.com